
Footprint

Overall Length: 3175 mm (125 in) with optional  
bander in the run position
Width: 1524 mm (60 in)
Height: 1676 mm (66 in) with beacon
Weight: 1950 kg (4,300 lb) – approximate

Machine Speed

18 mpm (60 fpm) minimum
183 mpm (600 fpm) maximum

Bag Winding Cycle Rates

18 cpm maximum with roll banding
28 cpm maximum without roll banding

Material
LDPE & LLDPE film .6 mil to 3.0 mil 
HDPE 6 to 30 micron (um) 

 

 

Global Overlap Bag Winder 
For Bags On Rolls with One-at-a-Time Dispensing 

General Functionality of Machine:  The CMD Model 0305GOWE Global Overlap Winder is designed for efficient production 
of coreless bags on a roll using proven, patented technology.  Wound bags may be connected to each other by perforations, or 
each bag separated and overlapped onto the previous bag.  This servo-driven machine produces coreless rolls at speeds up to 
183 mpm (600 fpm.)  The winder is equipped with Ethernet for for remote diagnostics and troubleshooting.  When interfaced 
with CMD Ethernet drawtape systems, the Model 0305GOWE can perform up to 21 process checks and cull product that does 
not meet specific quality criteria.  Designed for the international marketplace, the Global Overlap Winder can include optional 
roll banding and tail glue.  The 0305GOWE can run downstream from CMD rotary bag equipment or other  
OEM rotary bag machines.

Spare Parts and Service
Service is available directly through CMD trained technicians and through0 
 international associates.  Spare parts are quickly available through a fully-staffed  
parts department 

Web and Roll  
Specifications

Web width 102 mm (4 in) minimum to 305 mm (12 in) maximum
Maximum roll diameter 
229 mm (9 in) 
152 mm (6 in) with banding
Roll capacity minimum linear web length of (3658 mm) (144 in)
Optional tail glue

Bag Length Specifications

Continuous perforated bags:
Minimum bag length 381 mm (15 in)
Maximum bag length equal to the bag machine seal bar repeat

Overlapped bags:
Minimum bag length of 457 mm (18 in)
Maximum bag length equal to the bag machine seal bar repeat

Separations and Transfers

Maximum pull force across web width to separate perforation is 
18 kilogram force (40 lb force) or less
Patented CMD air horn technology allows full-line-speed web 
transfer to next winding spindle
Amount of overlap on each bag can be changed while operating, 
without stopping the machine
Exceptional tension control with servo-controlled winding

Controls Specifications:
Rockwell/Allen-Bradley   
Allen-Bradley CompactLogix PLC     
Allen-Bradley Kinetix Servo System    
Allen-Bradley Color Panel View Touch Screen
Touch screen display of operating parameters
Self-diagnostic system check with readout of fault messages
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Rolls can be 102 mm to 305 mm wide 
Roll diameter can be 229 mm max

In overlap mode, the perforation con-
necting the bags is broken, and each 
bag is “overlapped” onto the next bag, 
so it is not necessary to tear one bag 
from the web when dispensing a bag 
from the roll.


